Who's gonna pull the welfare wagon

Allegro

Who's gonna pull the welfare wagon when everybody wants to ride?

Who's gonna heft the weight and tug when so many sit inside?

Who's gonna labor when labor can't? Who's gonna toil when others shan't? Who's gonna pull the welfare wagon...
Who's gonna pull the welfare wagon

Who's gonna stroke the gravy train's boilers when everybody looks to other toilets?

Who's gonna pay for welfare funding when everybody wants their check?

Who's gonna fill the coffers up when too many folks just shrug? Oh, heck.

Poco più mosso

welfare wagon? It's time now. You decide.
Who's gonna pull the welfare wagon

Who's gonna shovel the coal from the tender when the gravy train is a wreck?

Meno mosso


Moderato

You?

Who's gonna swim in raging waters when whirlpools pull them down?

Who's gonna save someone from drowning when insolvency floods the town?
Who's gonna pull the welfare wagon

Meno mosso

Who's gonna show the way to repair things? Who's gonna cheer when the fat lady sings?

Più mosso

Who's gonna float the ark in the flooding?

Where is a Noah when so many play the clown?

poco accel.

Allegro

Who's gonna pull the welfare wagon when everybody wants to ride?
Who's gonna pull the welfare wagon

Who's gonna wear the bridle and harness and feel the whip on his hide?

Who's gonna lead when leaders can't?  Who's gonna huff and puff and pant?  Who's gonna pull the welfare wagon?

It's time now.  You decide.